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“ARé” is a performance and " hybrid art " festival. The hybrid art 

category is dedicated specifically to today's hybrid and 

transdisciplinary projects. 

Produced over a month each spring, “ARé” presents groundbreaking 

work in the live performances. It expands the horizons of artists and 

audiences with work that is visionary, genre-bending, multi- 

disciplined, startling and original. 

“ARé” establish an environment that encourages intermedia artistic 

practices, with emphasis placed on innovation, risk, and the cultivation 

of new ideas. 

We nurture the cross-fertilization of ideas in a challenging and 

artistically rigorous environment. Artists are encouraged to 

experiment with different approaches to the creative process in search 

of outcomes that cannot be predicted in advance. 

This is a platform for transformation, a festival of new work that 

enables all of us to re-imagine the way we exist in the world, the way 

we look at the world, and the way we sense and experience the world. 

The festival showcases acclaimed international and local artists and 

mixes them together with an alchemy that inspires audiences, 

rejuvenates artists. 

 

Marine Karoyan -ARé artistic director 



way, to faraway France. After several years in the safety of a foreign 

country,a part of the family decides to return to their old, new home - 

the Soviet Republic of Armenia. Memories, dreams and thoughts kept 

alive at every large family gatherings, happenings of the past which are 

more often the subject of heated discussions than even current events. 

Anyone who wishes to go into more detail takes the old black book, with 

the photographs and tales from Habousi (my ancestors’ lost village), 

down from the bookshelf again. After a while neighbors join us. 

Neighbors whose ancestors were then also neighbors of my ancestors, 

and who all together lived through that long odyssey. One hundred years 

after the Armenian genocide I would like to trace the paths my family 

trod, with music. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Aroma: L’Occitane en Provence Feuille de Figuier 

 
'' The sun smiles. Its warmth makes the soil generous and the people 

open-hearted. Its bright rays are reflected in the crafts, customs and 

traditions that have been handed down from generation to generation. 

The sun, the products of the soil and a love of nature are the essence of 

my Provence. It is this essence I want to share with the world. It is what 

inspired me to create L’OCCITANE.'' 



‘‘THE SOREST IS NEVER GIVEN A PLAIN VOICE.’’ 

HARUKI MURAKAMI 
 

Semantic elements of “cultural memory” are preserved for long 

periods of time as if percolating through changing languages, cultures 

and chronological periods. Cultural memory can be understood as a 

part of the collective domain, which is directly related to the present. 

It can be perceived as transmission of socially valuable messages and 

can be thought of as information storage with inbuilt transmission 

mechanisms. 

BY UNDERSTANDING MEMORY AS A PERFORMANCE, WE SHIFT THE 

FOCUS TO ARTISTIC PRACTICES OF CULTURAL MEMORY 

The immateriality of memory refers to the ephemeral, the intangible. 

Here, the quest for meaning implies transcendentality. One can only 

assume what kind of hints can serve as transmission mechanisms: 

some examples would include sound, light/shadow, gestures, and 

odors. The French artist Yves Klein believed that the immaterial is an 
energy gesture, the impact of which resembles immersion in space, 

VESTIGE where our perception abilities are activated. Such immaterial signs in 
By Nare Karoyan (Armenia) motion create an area of physical influence, where the viewer/listener 

becomes an element of the collaboration. 
A land now long since inhabited by other people, a village sunken, a 

language almost extinct, a family divested of its roots. I wander down The performative turn helps to understand cultural memory as a 

memory’s lane – now long since overgrown. Before my mind’s eye I process of dealing with the past in the present that is embodied and 

see my family as they sit together for the last time round a table set for mediated. The concept of a performance of memory crucially opens up 

the evening meal, before they are violently torn from the idyllic setting to the practice of “doing memory”. 

of their peaceful home. For those who survive, it is the beginning of a CULTURAL MEMORY IS BEING PERFORMED IN THE CODES OF THE 
never-ending journey from their village in Eastern Turkey, taking ARTWORK. 
shelter in orphanages in Syria and Lebanon on the 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AS A FORTUNE 

By Elena Petrosyan (Russia) 

 
No root will rise up from the soil, Non will utter about it's 

existence, It's existence is in it's essence, It contains the first 

memory of the seed, Who needs soil if there are no roots? 

Everyday work brings everyday happiness If we see one's 

effulgence we must not yearn to touch or have it, Instead we must 

light up our eyes. The tribulation which is most radiant is longing, 

Going through it one comprehends that There is no longing but 

only the luminescence of longing. The beginning of 

disrememberance is a church The new memory of pure water is 

faith. In silence one can hear every sound. My dance is a clapper 

of a bell, The bell's dance is the world's Song of Songs, In Heaven's 

name. 



THE SMELL OF MEMORY 
 

 
"When nothing else subsists from the past, after the people are dead, 

after the things are broken and scattered• the smell of things remain  

poised a long time, like souls bearing resiliently, on tiny and almost 

impalpable drops of their essence, the immense edifice of memory" - 

Marcel Proust "The Remembrance of Things Past". 

Memory and smell are intertwined; it’s through memory that we learn 

to remember smells. Nowadays history is soaked with smells. We 

believe odor can restore narratives. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
LIGHT FALLS ON OUR REMEMBRANCE 

AS A LIVING MEMORY FADES 

 

During the performances of the “ARé” performing arts 

festivalremembrance is being conducted using modern artistic media 

and digital and social technology. Light has applications on many 

levels. It will help us get unmixed about what part of our lives is the 

foreground and what part is the background. 



1555 

by Sonia Balassanian (USA) 
 
 
 

A short poem by Zorayr Mirzaian is recited in three languages: Farsi, 

English and original Armenian. It is an endlessly stretched “chain” of 

sounds (words), which leaves the impression of a continuing state of 

tragedy, at a time without apparent significance, of people who are 

not known... A seemingly unending global condition of suffering and 

endurance in the face of death, destruction and hardship... A political 

statement? Maybe. A social commentary? A state of mind...? 

Perhaps. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SOUND OF MEMORY 

By H. Tekgyozyan (Armenia) 

 
A memory sound is like a tattoo, an image printed on a cranial 

shape, which appears as a result of excavating feelings. 

 

Participants: Hovhannes Tekgyozyan, Tsovinar Amiryan, 
Shushan Harutyunyan, Lidia Grigoryan. 
Aroma: “Blood Concept”-A 



“Blood Concept” -Filled with legends and meanings, blood is soaked 

with mystery, and fascination. It guards a multitude of secrets that 

reveals our inner and unique way of being. “Blood Concept” is a private 

celebration of the fascinating liquid that flows in our veins, because 

blood is actually the river of life. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

MEMORIAL 

By Davit Stepanyan (Armenia) 
 

 
How is it possible to come to terms with the disaster, to which you’re 

connected by the family history, but the perception of it has passed 

through (ruling) ideology: texts constracting and, on the same time, 

damming the memory gaze. To have a memory means to overcome 

memory. 



COLORFUL these similarities are much more than stuffed grape leaves at the family 

By Rzgan Hasoyan (Armenia) & gatherings! 

Ozman Gurdulan (Turkey) 
 

Aroma: Blood Concept +MA 

A set of Kurdish narrations: Bajne, le Akh, dlo Zambilfrosh Of, le men, 

Kurd em, Sarhldan “Blood Concept” - Filled with legends and meanings, blood is soaked 

with mystery, and fascination. It guards a multitude of secrets that 

reveals our inner and unique way of being. “Blood Concept” is a private 

celebration of the fascinating liquid that flows in our veins, because 

blood is actually the river of life. 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

BETWEEN THE WORLDS 

by Nare Karoyan (Armenia) & Ira Givol (Israel) LIFE DEMANDS LIFE 
By Aida Simon (Armenia) 

Once during the Hanukkah week, I was in a synagogue in southern 

Germany. During the closing dinner in the town, a young Israeli Performance-protest against the national centennial crying․ We are 

approached and told I should also light a candle of the Hanukkah. I mired in our own snot, without implying that life requires living. We 

replied that I am not Jewish, whereupon he said, "God is one, light a have learned to revel weeping and get real pleasure from the abyss ... 

candle!". In this little snapshot, my endless search for identity went 

further: What we have in common? What is our very own? Music Participants: Aida Simon, Mikayel Voskanyan 
with its non-representational expression can be very subtle and Music: Komitas 

overcome barriers showing similarities between diverse nations. And 



SILENT BOOK 

by Suzan Meryem Rosita (Germany/Turkey) 

 
The author will read a completely empty book, which is entitled 

[armenian genocide], in complete silence for 19 Minutes and 15 

Seconds, and we will be reminded that sometimes silence speaks louder 

than words. Remembrance –performed and practised by reading these 

for now only blank and empty pages – can then become a form of 

protest against a state-led denial and hegemonic discourse. At the end 

of the performance, the book will be passed around and the audience 

will be able to fill its pages or leave them as empty and silent as they 

are. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Participants: Suzan Meryem Rosita (Germany/Turkey), Guillaume De 

Chazournes (France), Hovsep Makarian (Syria) and Hovhannes Tekgyozyan 

(Armenia) 



INSTANT 

by Hayk Zorikyan (Armenia) 
 

Can the present be filled with memories and surrounded by 

ghosts? And where do you get….the course will show… 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Participants: Hayk Zorikyan, Anahit Ter-Sargsyan 

Music: Vardan Harutyunyan 
Video: Davit Stepanyan 



THE LAND OF TREES 

by Norayr Kartashyan (Armenia) 
 
 

My childhood has passed among nature, which has left a positive 

mark on me. I often hear a voice coming from that times which I try 

to convey with the same sincerity. In my childhood memories, there 

is a land of trees where the trees are very old and thick. Each of them 

is like a family that comes from the centuries, bringing with it the 

smell of ancestors and longing. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AN AROMA NARRATIVE 

by Aida Simon (Armenia) 
 

This is a story about an alluring fragrance that in the real world 

consists of a pretty, but simple and accessible aspects- wood and 

water. The tree is totally in the spiral repeated cycle. Water is always 

changing. Which to choose ??? 
 
 
 
 

 

Participants: Aida Simon, Mikayel Kosakyan, Anna Eghiazryan, Yelena 
Khachikyan 

Graphic paintings and odor: Andrea Maak 
Music: Arvo Part 
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